
Contemporary wrapping and pack-
aging. Advent calendars made of 
paper bags and cardboard boxes.

crafting idea
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level of difficultytime required
120 minutes

More cra�  ideas and additional material 
information can be found on our website.

67 276 576 Paper block-bottom bag, black 5 pieces
67 276 521 Paper block-bottom bag, kraft 5 pieces
67 276 102 Paper block-bottom bag, white 5 pieces
67 218 000 Gift bags with bottom  1 bag
68 067 000 Gift boxes, 600ml  1 pack
46 718 000 Advent numbers 1-24 on clothes pegs  approx.12 pieces
46 723 505 Wood Advent numbers 1-24  approx.12 pieces
62 896 505 Wood pendant Stars, natural 1 bag
68 044 000 Tags, white  1 bag
38 000 446 All-purpose paint, black forest 1/40 bottle
38 001 620 Metallic paint, brill. gold  1/40 bottle

Additionally you need:
50 253 000 Clear Stamps – Reindeer Friends
29 206 576 StazOn pigmented ink pad, black
28 606 00 Acrylic stamp block for Clear Stamps
89 324 00 Ticket punch, ø 3 mm 
30 071 000 Double-sided adhesive tape
Paper, printer, scissors or craft cutter, paintbrush

Instructions:

Used items:

1 Start with the tags by stamping them to your liking with individual motifs 
of the Clear Stamps - reindeer friends.

2 Then paint the wooden stars of your choice with the green all-purpose 
paint and the brilliant gold metallic paint. Let the stars dry well out.

3 Print the text "Merry Christmas" on a sheet of paper in landscape 
orientation. Cut the text into a straight strip of paper and attach the paper 
strip to the box or bag by means of the double-sided adhesive tape.

4 Fill the packagings and the gift block-bottom bag. Then, decorate your 
gifts with the ready-made tags, yarn, wooden stars and the Advent numbers. 
In our example, both Advent numbers were combined. The four Sundays of 
Advent are displayed here on each of the boxes. The Advent numbers stuck on 
clothes bags may also be useful.


